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Thats right! The full Philips SuperAudioCD content is included on this disc in a specially formatted hybrid format that uses the 20 GB information tracks to store the Audio and a dedicated data track to store the link information. You can playback the audio in a CD player, or store your CD in the
universal drive and play it on your computer. All this from a single disc! The player plays and looks great in both Windows and Macintosh environments. The player can be set to play from any location in the disc, or from within the TOC. This way you can quickly jump to the required chapter of the disc,

skipping chapter icons and jumps, and its all fully integrated into the player and the overall experience. Philips have spent a lot of time integrating a truly super audio experience into the player. The SuperAudio CD Audio Decoder will be available in January 2006 for less than $140. Additionally, the
Super Audio CD Audio Decoder is an essential component of the latest Philips High Definition Audio Studio 4.0 and Pro Tools LE 3.0 which is available in November. Previously the only compatible decoder was the Accuray DA-30 Audio Player, but with the addition of SACD support from Philips on DA-60,
DA-100 and DA-300, it is now easier than ever to play Super Audio CD data discs and audio layer DVDs in Pro Tools. Please check the specifications for your player to see if it supports SACD. The industrys first SACD/CD hybrid players were released in 2001, the Philips Digital Audio AC-40. While SACDs

were a better-sounding format than CDs, the AC-40s SACD technology was only on par with 2-channel PCM. The SACD was a superior format, but it was useless unless a player could handle it, and Acoustiguide hadnt yet produced a player that could.
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i opened the first demo disc of the disc and it booted. i saw the program on the task bar and clicked it. a dialog was displayed, as shown below, with an upgrade button. i clicked the upgrade button to update to the latest version of the program. superauthor toc editor is still in development and as a result it will occasionally offer non-working features or ask
unexpected questions. if you experience any problems, please report them to our support. thank you. the best way to find out if your player supports sacds is to test it. try the discs on your own, on every possible player you own, with every possible setting. if it works then make a note of the box number: http://www.philips.com/us/products/home-

entertainment/1080/superauthor-1080-stereo-cd-player-with-amplifier?p=p0768&lang=en http://www.com/us/products/home-entertainment/8720/superauthor-8720-stereo-cd-player-with-amplifier?p=p0814&lang=en http://www.com/us/products/home-entertainment/8720/superauthor-8720-stereo-cd-player-with-amplifier?p=p0813&lang=en
http://www.com/us/products/home-entertainment/7570/superauthor-7570-stereo-cd-player-with-amplifier?p=p0574&lang=en http://www.com/us/products/home-entertainment/7570/superauthor-7570-stereo-cd-player-with-amplifier?p=p0737&lang=en the superauthor used to be available via download from sony. unfortunately that service has now been

discontinued. it's possible to extract data from the superauthor application onto a microsd card, which can then be uploaded to other sony-compatible programs. the superauthor website has not been updated since january 2007. 5ec8ef588b
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